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Regulatory documents

- Law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On Registration of Legal Entities, Branches (Representative Offices)” dated February 20, 2009 No. 57;
- Tax Code;
- Regulation of the Kyrgyz Government dated January 26, 2002 No.42 “On Mandatory Application of the Common Identification Code for Enterprises, Organizations and Individual Entrepreneurs (CCEO) and State Classification Codes”
USRSU is a Basis for State Statistical Survey

This provides a basis for:

- total and sampling surveys;
- census;
- business entity surveys;
- different statistical analyses.

USRSU is a basis for e-reporting.
USRSU DB Functions

- accounts the statistical units;
- contains main official data about all economic units established in Kyrgyzstan;
- is a basis for development of an aggregate of the units of statistical surveys;
- contributes to establishment of economic demography of the business entities;
- provides an information service for the users
Main Data Sources

Communication through Internet and VPN Channels

MoJ and its regional subdivisions “One Stop Shop”

Local kenesh (jamaat (communities) and their associations

Registration Authorities

USRSU DB (Main Computing Center server)

STS Taxpayers Register

NSC and its territorial subdivisions, MCC

LEs

Individuuals

IE, peasant farm holdings

Statistical censuses, surveys, information of departmental registers
Basis for Communication

Basis for communication with the registration authorities:

- ID code – CCEO;
- Taxpayer identification number – TIN;
Register Coverage

Full coverage of the units

- all forms of ownership (public, private) and legal forms;
- all types of activity classified in accordance with the Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE2).

Full geographical coverage

- regional territory (region, district, village), foreign territory (units, legal entities located in Kyrgyzstan).
As of October 1, 2016, the USRSU includes 819.6 thou business entities.

Including:

- legal entities – 114.9 thou.
  - including active – 28.8 thou.;
- individual entrepreneurs – 383.8 thou.;
- farm households – 310.1 thou.;
- branches and representations – 10.6 thou.
Types of Statistical Units included into USRSU DB

- **legal entities** (profit and non-profit organizations), including the legal entities with (in part or in whole) foreign capital;

- **standalone subdivisions** (branches and representations of the legal entities, including foreign ones);

- **individuals** doing individual entrepreneurial activity, both attracting and non-attracting hired labor

**Statistical units are the enterprises and local units**
Changes in Register for the Last Years

1. Transition of the register to new technologies:
   - development and introduction of new SQL 2005 based software, C# programming language.
   - change of a technology of maintenance and updating of the register using Internet channels in real-time mode;

2. Transfer of legal entities’ registration from SSC to the State Tax Service
   - change of a source of data for USRSU DB
In accordance with the Program on Improvement and Development of State Statistics of Kyrgyzstan for 2015-2019, the following is implemented:

- development of new policy on maintenance and updating of the statistical register (as per the UN Guidelines on Statistical Business Register, 2015)
- development of software for maintaining new statistical register
- development of the methodological recommendations on accounting of activities of territorial subdivisions of the business entities (local units)
4. Improvement of development of the Unified System for Classification and Coding:

- development of an automated system of maintenance of a bank of the international, interstate and state classifications (updating, multi-user mode, search engine);
- introduction of the progressive versions of international methodological standards (classifications and concepts) in accordance with 2008 SNA
Challenges

1. Use of departmental classifications and guides, different SW, difference in identification of the business entities:
   - increase a complexity in case of automated interaction of USRSU DB and departmental registers;
   - make it impossible to input information on registration (re-registration) of business entities directly into the USRSU DB.

2. Lack of a common technology and methodology when interacting the USRSU DB with the departmental registers that would enable to establish a common network when working with the business entities.
Challenges (continuation)

3. Lack of the funds for conducting censuses and surveys of the active business entities for updating data in the USRSU DB;

4. Frequent staff turnover and lack of the specialists involved in register maintenance.
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